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Abstract
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is an important task in in-
formation extraction, where major attention has been paid to
written texts of a news or academic paper (esp. biomedical)
style. In this paper we report the first piece of work on NER
in spoken Chinese dialogues, as a preliminary step for spoken
language understanding. The NER task is taken as a sequential
classification problem and solved with a character-level maxi-
mum entropy (maxent) tagger. Despite that spoken data seems
noisier than written data, with a set of carefully selected fea-
tures, the maxent tagger achieves an overall F1 score of 91.87
on our dialogue data.
Index Terms: named entity recognition, spoken language un-
derstanding, maximum entropy model

1. Introduction
Voice search is emerging with the ever increasing demanding of
easy access to local information and the ever maturing speech
technologies. Via natural interaction with a voice search sys-
tem, one can locate some point of interest (POI) at any time
and any place and may be further assisted with route planning
and navigation. One of the challenges voice search faces is to
understand or recognize the vast amount of proper names, or
named entities, like place names and addresses for those POIs,
expressed in spontaneous utterances. The task of recognizing
named entities in spoken (Chinese) dialogues is the main focus
of this paper.

Named entities (NEs) are certain kind of things or entities
that can be referred to with a proper name. The names of places,
people and organizations are among the generic NE types. For
any specific application, the NE types can be defined according
to requirements. The task of named entity recognition (NER) is
to identify the text span of a proper name and tag it with a cer-
tain type according to a pre-defined NE set [1, ch. 22]. NER is
a fundamental task in information extraction and has received a
lot of attention through the common tasks for the Message Un-
derstanding Conferences (MUC),1 the Conference of Natural
Language Learning (CoNLL) 2002 and 2003 [2], NIST Auto-
matic Content Extraction (ACE) Evaluation,2 and BioCreAtIvE
[3].

So far major efforts on NER have focused on written texts
(mainly news or biomedical documents), partly due to its po-
tential applications. If we take NER as a shallow approach to
partial semantic analysis, it is not difficult to see that NER in
spoken dialogues is not only possible but also desirable, as a

1See http://www.itl.nist.gov/iaui/894.02/related projects/muc/.
2See http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/ace/.

preliminary step for spoken language understanding. It is pos-
sible because if NER can be formulated as a sequential classi-
fication problem (as practiced by many researchers, e.g., [2]),
then it does not matter if the language in question is written
or spoken. It is also desirable because shallow and partial ap-
proaches are more robust to the more noises in spoken language
than in written language. In addition, for NER in Chinese, there
is usually a preprocessing step to segment utterances (sequences
of characters) into words since there is no natural boundary
between words for Chinese utterances, unlike many other lan-
guages, e.g., English. But this is not essential since we choose
to do NER at the character level.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. First the ba-
sics of the maximum entropy tagger employed is introduced.
Then some details about the application domain and data are
given. Before the experiment results are presented, the selection
of feature templates are discussed. In the end, some conclusions
are drawn and possible future works are mentioned.

2. The Maximum Entropy Tagger
NER can be formulated as a classification problem, where the
task is to label each character (for Chinese in our case) in an
utterance with a tag indicating whether it is at the beginning
of, inside or outside a certain named entity. A wide variety of
machine learning techniques have been successfully employed
for NER, including Maximum Entropy (maxent) Model, Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM), and Conditional Random Fields
(CRF). Maxent model seems to be a good choice for NER.
According to the CoNLL 2003 overview paper [2], the top
three systems for English and the top two for German were ob-
tained by participants who employed maxent model in one way
or another. What’s more, it is easy to add arbitrary features
for maxent-based NE taggers. Therefore maxent tagger is our
choice for NER in this work. And we use the toolkit developed
by Le Zhang3.

The maximum entropy principle requires that the model
makes as few assumptions as possible while satisfying the con-
straints derived from the training data at the same time [4].
Mathematically it is in the form of:

p(ci|xi) = 1

Z(xi)
exp

 
kX
j=1

λjfj(xi, ci)

!
(1)

where ci is the label of the i-th character xi, fj(ci, xi) is the
feature function, λj is the weight for the feature, and Z(xi) is
the normalization factor.

3See http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s0450736/maxent toolkit.html.
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The features are indicator functions, which take context fea-
ture and tag as input and return binary values. They can be flex-
ibly defined as required, for example a feature function can be
defined as follows:

fj(c, x) =


1 if previous tag(x) = O and c = O
0 otherwise (2)

where previous tag(x) is a context predicate, which will be
detailed in Section 4. Therefore, the training of maxent model is
to estimate the optimal set of weights λ1, . . . , λk. Generalised
Iterative Scaling (GIS) and Limited-Memory Variable Metric
(L-BFGS, default in the toolkit) are two of the widely used al-
gorithms for maxent parameter estimation.

3. The Application Domain and Data
The target application behind our work is an assistant for route
planning in Beijing. Suppose one needs to find out how to travel
from place A to place B via bus or subway. All s/he has to do
is access our future transportation information system. After a
few turns of interaction, the system will provide the user with
some detailed information about the best route(s).

For this scenario, we collected some telephone dialogue
data with the method of wizard-of-oz. The users were given the
task of route planning and asked to dial a service number. An
operator was asked to play the role of the automated system to
assist the users to find the best route. Roughly five hours of tele-
phone dialogues were recorded. There are 300 short dialogues
and about 7,000 utterances. All the dialogues were manually
transcribed.

For this application, the user’s task can be succinctly sum-
marized in a word: to find out the best route (in terms of a se-
ries of specific bus or subway numbers) from place A to place
B, maybe with a preference for bus or subway. Therefore for
the data, three kinds of key information, or named entities, are
identified and annotated:

toponym – name of place or stop,

route – bus or subway number, and

means – by bus or by subway.

In the annotated corpora, the propotions of different NEs are:
71.47% for toponym, 25.18% for route, and 3.35% for means.

For the experiments below, NEs are represented in the BIO
format, similar to the one used by the CoNLL shared task [2].
Each character is assigned a tag of B-E, I-E, or O (where E is
an NE), indicating whether the character is at the beginning of,
inside or outside a certain named entity.

4. Feature functions
Once we opted the maxent model, the next key issue is how to
extract informative features. Usually features are automatically
extracted through manually defined feature functions or context
predicates.

After some error-and-trial, a set of context predicates, in-
cluding basic ones, character-level ones and entity-level ones
are defined as follows.

4.1. Basic features (a)

Based on common context feature predicates for maxent mod-
els in NER, the following feature predicates are chosen for our
baseline NER system.

• P1 = xk, k = i− 2, i− 1, i, i+1, i+2: a five-character
window including current character, two characters be-
fore and two characters after (unigrams). The window
size can be tuned for any specific data. And the size of 5
is widely used.

• P2 = xi−1xi and xixi+1: two-character combinations
of current character with neighbouring characters (bi-
grams).

• P3 = ci−1: the entity status tag of previous character.

Such seemingly simplistic features do catch most informa-
tion useful for the task of NER. More complex features can
catch more information but tend to incur the problem of data
spareness, which would degrade the performance. Therefore
we carefully select some more feature functions below in order
to make some real gain.

4.2. More character features (b)

The first type of features are the character-level ones. For each
NE lists of unigrams and bigrams (list E, E = toponym, route
or means) are built over those entity character strings or words.
Similarly a list of unigrams and bigrams (list O) are built for all
those non-entity characters. 4 Using these frequent character
lists, we define the following predicates:

• P4 = Is xi in list O: If current character xi belongs to
list O, in other words, current character is a frequent out-
of-entity character, this predicate returns True, otherwise
False.

• P5 = Is xi−1, xi in list O: If the bi-character xi−1, xi
belongs to list O, then this predicate returns True, other-
wise returns False.

• P6 = Does any char in window appear in any E:
If in the 5-character window there is any character ck that
appears in any NE, this predicate returns True, otherwise
returns False.

• P7 = Does xi, xi+1 appear in any E: Like P6, if the
bi-character xi, xi+1 appears in frequent list of some
named entity, this predicate returns True, otherwise re-
turns False.

The intuition behind defining the above feature predicates
is that character-level information of frequent characters for en-
tities or non-entities enhances the discriminability of named en-
tities and should be exploited.

4.3. More entity status features (c)

The entity status of any character in context can be one of in-
E or out-of-entity, where E can be toponym, route or means.
Current character within an NE should be treated differently not
only from characters in other NEs but also from out-of-entity
characters if it is possibly in a specific NE. Thus we define
entity-level predicates as follows:

• P8 = Is current character possibly in E: accord-
ing to the previous tag ci−1 and current character xi,
determine whether current character is possibly inside
some named entity. If the previous tag is in some kind
of named entity, and current uni-character xi and bi-
character xi, xi+1 is not in list O, return the entity name,
otherwise return “out-of-named-entity”.

4For common characters, only those that occur in the major NE over
80% of the times are kept.
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• P9 =Context Predicate Selection:5 If current possi-
ble entity status (decided by P8) is out-of-named-entity,
we employ feature predicates P1–P8; if current possible
entity status is in some named entity, then only feature
predicates P4, P5 and P8 are used.

The intuition behind predicate P8 is that every named entity
as well as non-entity may have its own restrictions on character-
level entity status. The predicate P9 selects different feature set
according to the possible entity status of current character. This
is to avoid data sparseness problem when the possible status is
in a certain named entity. Suppose when in the entity toponym,
we meet a rare character, then none of the predicates P1–P8 can
give useful information of this character, thus this character is
likely to be wrongly tagged as out of toponym. So we make a
selection of predicates, if the possible status is in a named entity,
we don’t care about what the current character is but only keep
an eye on those frequent out-of-named-entity characters, which
can give indicating information for detecting the end of current
named entity.

5. Experiments and Analysis
In the experiments below, performances are reported in three
metrics (for each NE): precision, recall and F-score – the har-
monic mean of precision and recall.

precision =
No. of correctly recognized NEs

No. of all recognized NEs
∗ 100%

recall =
No. of correctly recognized NEs

No. of all NEs
∗ 100%

Fβ =
(β2 + 1) ∗ precision ∗ recall
β2 ∗ precision + recall

Usually β = 1 and Fβ becomes F1. The overall performance
for all NEs is calculated by summing individual NE’s perfor-
mance weighted with each NE’s token percentage.

Experiments are carried out on the previously mentioned
data. We run a 6-fold cross validation for each experiment to
test the effectiveness of the feature predicates defined above.

5.1. Experiments with basic features a

Firstly, the performance with basic features is examined, The
features are extracted from feature functions with predicates
P1–P3. The result is given in Table 1.

Table 1: NER performance using basic features

Named Entity Precision(%) Recall(%) Fβ=1(%)
toponym 89.74 87.08 88.37

route 91.05 91.11 91.03
means 64.75 57.00 60.09
overall 89.47 87.02 88.21

This is the baseline system for our work. All the experi-
ments below use some more features in addition to the same
basic ones. These features come from either the character level,
the entity status level, or both.

5This is not a predicate proper but a switching function for other
predicates according to current possible entity status. This function
turns P8 and part or all of character level features on.

5.2. Experiments with features a+b

To exploit character-level information, we extract features with
predicates P4–P7 and build a new tagger. The result is shown in
Table 2.

Table 2: NER performance using more character features

Named Entity Precision(%) Recall(%) Fβ=1(%)
toponym 88.75 90.91 89.80

route 92.27 93.41 92.80
means 69.01 59.14 63.16
overall 89.20 90.35 89.77

Comparing Table 2 with Table 1, we find that there is ob-
vious performance improvement for every type of named en-
tities. This shows that the character-level information is use-
ful for NER. The degree of improvement varies over different
types of named entities. The absolute improvement is 1.43%
for toponym, 1.77% for route, and 3.07% for means. The
overall improvement is 1.56%. The difference in performance
improvement may be partly due to the complexity of different
NEs. The entity means with only 2 kinds of choices – by bus or
by subway – receives the largest improvement from its character
information. In contrast with means, the entity toponym is the
most complex among the named entities. It can be one of many
kinds of things, like buildings, organizations, streets, parks,etc..
Because of this, it gains the least from character level informa-
tion. And the entity route is of medium complexity and gains
medium improvement.

5.3. Experiments with features a+c

The entity status features, another major type of features for
improving NER performance, are extracted with predicates P8
and P9. The maxent tagger trained with both basic features and
entity status features achieves better performance as shown in
Table 3.

Table 3: NER performance using more entity status features

Named Entity Precision(%) Recall(%) Fβ=1(%)
toponym 92.59 89.31 90.88

route 90.88 90.44 90.59
means 74.48 59.93 65.47
overall 91.78 88.62 90.15

The result shows that by loosening the character informa-
tion constraint inside named entities, we gain non-trivial per-
formance improvement, not only over the baseline system but
also over the system with more character level features. This
confirms the intuition behind predicates P8 and P9. Compar-
ing Table 3 with Table 2, we find that the entity status features
are more informative than the character level ones in general,
except for the entity route, whose performance is worse, even
than that in the baseline system.

5.4. Experiments with features a+b+c

Now we use all the above features extracted with predicates P1–
P9 to train the maxent tagger. The result is given in Table 4.

As expected, this system with all the above features
achieves the best performance so far. Except for route, all the
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Table 4: NER Performance using all features

Named Entity Precision(%) Recall(%) Fβ=1(%)
toponym 91.40 93.00 92.18

route 91.55 91.70 91.58
means 77.88 62.93 68.87
overall 91.20 91.66 91.42

other NEs as well as overall nearly receive additive improve-
ment over the systems using both the character and entity status
features, which means there is little overlap between the char-
acter features and the entity status ones. For route, the perfor-
mance is improved over the baseline system and the system with
more entity status features, but not over the system with more
character features.

5.5. Experiments with entity specific features

From the previous tables of performance, we can find that the
performance of means recognition is too low as compared with
the other two named entities. After some error analysis, we
found that this is mainly due to the confusion between means
and route. In the application domain, the entity means repre-
sents what kind of vehicle the user wants to take, bus or subway.
And the entity route represents which bus or subway to take. So
the two entities are easily mixed up, which confuse the maxent
recognizer and affects the performance. Therefore, we define an
additional predicate to help differentiate between the two types
of entities.

• P10 = May be means: If there are frequent charac-
ters of the entity route or means, but no digit, within
current five-character window, this predicate will return
True, otherwise False.

Adding this kind of entity specific features to the above all-
feature system, the maxent tagger achieved the best perfor-
mance in Table 5.

Table 5: NER performance using entity specific features

Named Entity Precision(%) Recall(%) Fβ=1(%)
toponym 90.99 93.44 92.19

route 93.52 91.92 92.67
means 75.83 87.25 80.98
overall 91.11 92.65 91.87

From Table 5 we see that the performance for means
recognition improves quite a lot and that for route recognition
also improves. This confirms that predicate P10 does catch the
major difference between means and route and resolves those
confusions.

6. Related work
There is a lot of work on NER in texts (most for English,
and some for Chinese) but not very much related to ours on
NER in spoken Chinese dialogues. The most relevant one is
by Béchet et al. [5], who studied NER in spoken English dia-
logues within the AT&T HMIHY system. They used a hybrid
method to recognize four types of NEs: two generic ones (date
and phone number) and two task specific ones (Item amount
and Which Bill). For the generic ones, they achieved the best

F-scores of 74.5 for date and 87.3/93.9 for phone number. (NB:
since we do not work on the same data, the figures are only
indicative and should not be directly compared.)

Another piece of related work is done by Gupta et al. [6],
who did NER within the AT&T VoiceTone system. They used a
rule-based approach and achieved F-scores of 68.6 for 13-digit
account number, 66.5 for date, 86.8 for place, 65.1 for phone
number, etc. (no overall f-score is given).

7. Conclusions
In this paper we systematically investigated the task of named
entity recognition in spoken Chinese dialogues. We used a
character-level maxent-based tagger. By exploiting a set of
carefully chosen features ranging from basic configuration to
character level to entity level, the tagger achieves an F1 score
of 91.87 in the end. The performance is very encouraging since
theF1 score indicates that the performance outstands among ex-
isting NER systems for both written texts and spoken dialogues.
One interesting point we noticed is that neither the genre of spo-
ken dialogue (as opposed to written text) nor the language of
Chinese (as opposed to English) imposes any special difficulty
on NER since the task of NER is formulated as a classification
problem.

There are several directions for future work. One of the
very next is to use ASR outputs for NER. One is to extract more
information in addition to the three NEs above in order to un-
derstand more in spoken dialogues, which will be further inte-
grated into voice search systems. Another is to try some feature
selection appoaches to better exploit the features.
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